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Southern Flora Park (Yuzhniye

Kultury Park) 

"Subtropical Park"

Locals call this park "green Hermitage." It has an astonishing collection of

rare plants from all over the world. The park is especially gorgeous during

spring, when the sakura is in full bloom. Yuzhniye Kultury is located in the

Adler District, where the coastal Olympic facilities are located.

 www.dendrarium.ru/park-yuzhnye-kultury  ulitsa Yuzhnykh Kultur, Sochi
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Riviera Park 

"Versatile Park Activity"

Founded in 1898, the Riviera Park counts among Sochi's most beloved

tourist attractions. Here, you can feast your eyes on rare and exotic plants,

see a rock or pop gig at the Zeleny Theater, or relax at one of the park's

many bars and cafes. For children, there is a variety of amusement rides.

Located close to the sea, Riviera Park truly has something for everyone.

 +7 862 264 33 77  www.park-riviera.ru/  ulitsa Egorova 1, Sochi
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Russian-Japanese Friendship

Garden (Sad Rossiisko-Yaponskoi

Druzhbi) 

"Japanese Garden"

Sochi has a Japanese garden, located close to the city's main street,

Kurortnyy Prospekt. It has everything that you might expect, from

pagodas, Japanese lanterns and arched bridges, to a rock garden and an

array of Japanese plants. It's a gorgeous place for a walk.

 Morskoy pereulok, Sochi
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Sochi Arboretum 

"Wondrous Botanical Garden"

The Sochi Arboretum is one of Sochi's main tourist attractions. It dazzles

with its collection of subtropical flora, including various species of pines,

oaks, cypresses, and palms. There are special zones on-site dedicated to

the flora of the Caucasus, China, Japan, South America, North America,

Australia and Mediterranean countries.

 +7 862 267 1646  dendrarium.ru  forest_sochi@mail.ru  Kurortnyy Prospekt 74, Sochi
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Sochi National Park 

"National Treasure"

Sochi National Park is 193,737 hectares (478,735 acres) of natural and

cultural wonders. There are mountains, canyons, rivers, waterfalls, gorges,

and caves. Among the park's main attractions are Akhun Mountain, the

Zmeyka Cascade, the Vorontsovskiye Caves and the Khosta Yew and

Boxwood Grove. Cultural attractions include the ruins of a Byzantine

temple, a Bronze Age dolmen, and the watchtower on top of the Akhun.

The national park is home to various kinds of rare flora and fauna,

including several leopards that live in open-air cages.

 +7 862 262 1842  npsochi.ru  forest_sochi@mail.ru  Resort Avenue 74, Sochi
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